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Overview

• Supporting learner choice and 

transition update

• FE White paper and Skills Bill

• AoC focus on careers



Supporting student choice and transition



Focus on the importance of transitions:

Careers education 

information, advice and 

guidance is key to supporting 

Government’s focus on skills:

• Schools and colleges have a 

role to play

• Importance of comprehensive 

and impartial IAG

• Needs to start early (KS3?)

• Better flow of information 

from school to post 16 would 

help

Common inspection 

framework
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FE White Paper and Skills Bill 

overview



‘Skills for Jobs: Lifelong Learning for 

Opportunity and Growth’
Gavin Williamson foreword:

• “To give ourselves the best chance of success 

we must make sure everyone has the skills 

which will allow them to get good jobs, both 

now and in the future.”

• “These are the skills that further education is 

perfectly placed to provide but we have 

historically not always made the best use of it.”

• “We will move on from previous 

underestimations of further and technical 

education and reinforce its pivotal role as a 

pathway to a bright future.”

• “As the rate of technological change increases, 

further education will be crucial to building an 

agile and adaptable workforce. Provision will be 

flexible – whether full-time or part-time; on-the-

job or off-the-job; a first ever job, or a change 

of career. Everyone will have the chance to 

retrain, update their skills and move into growth 

sectors, when they need to.” 
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Skills for jobs through:

1. Putting employers at the heart of skills system so that 

education & training leads to jobs that improve productivity 

& fill skills gaps 

2. Investing in higher-level technical qualifications that 

provide a valuable alternative to a university degree 

3. Making sure people can access training and learning 

flexibly throughout their lives & are well-informed about 

what is on offer through great careers support

4. Reforming funding and accountability to simplify how 

funds are allocated, give providers more autonomy, & deliver 

value for money

5. Supporting excellent teaching in further education



Skills Bill – what it is seeking to 

achieve?

The Skills Bill, & wider reform agenda, ultimately seek to deliver:

• a new system of lifelong learning

• deeper strategic relationship with, & service to, employers 

• resilient colleges, collaborating in networks, looking outwards to 

deliver on long-term national & local priorities, rather than looking 

up to Whitehall for ‘permission’

These are welcome ambitions, so AoC wants to:

• ensure that the Bill really delivers on these aims

• propose clarifications & amendments to the Bill as it stands

• put new & wider issues on the table 



Focus in on careers 



‘We need impartial, lifelong careers 

advice and guidance available to 

people when they need it, 

regardless of age, circumstance, or 

background’
Skills for Jobs White Paper
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Focus in on careers

• National Career Service (NCS) website to 
become single source for IAG for young 
people and adults to include interactive 
careers maps

• Local & national alignment between NCS and 
CEC

• Improved data to inform decision making

• Extend coverage of careers hubs

• Connect schools and colleges with employers

• Investment in high quality training for careers 
leaders
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Focus in on careers II

Opportunities: 

• One stop shop for IAG

• Greater alignment of NCS and CEC in this 
space

But…..

• Still a huge mountain to climb to change the 
culture and minds of key stakeholders about 
technical education

• Needs greater alignment with other initiatives 
such as T Levels – employer engagement
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AoC and work on careers
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Work on careers

• See AoC Careers webpage

• Regular engagement with Careers team at 

DfE

• White Paper focus on careers held by AoC 

Curriculum Reform Policy Group

• On Board of Quality in Careers Standard

https://www.aoc.co.uk/careers-guidance-resources-college-careers-leaders
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Work with Careers Enterprise 

Company



kirsti.lord@aoc.co.uk
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